Entirely bounded solutions in given sets ofdifferential systems are proved sequentially. This enables us to prove several bounded solutions separated in different domains.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the system of ODEs x' =f (t,x) ('= d/dt) (1.1) where x (xl,..., x,) and f= (fl,... ,f,) is a continuous vector function which is defined in/ +". Let x be a (classical) solution of (1.1) in .xi s said to be entirely bounded if sup Ix(t)l < +o.
(1.2) tE]R Although many papers deal with the existence problem for entirely bounded solutions of differential systems (see e.g. [A1, AGG] and the references therein), only few results can be used for proving the existence of two or more bounded solutions (see e.g. [A2, AK, K] ).
In [AK] the techniques which consist mainly in invariantness of prescribed sets and transversality arguments on their boundaries were applied to derive multiplicity results. In this paper we develop mentioned method for another class of differential systems. For a comparison with analogous results related to the periodic boundary value problem we refer the reader e.g. to the paper [FZ] .
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 2.1. In the whole paper we assume that a,/3, % 6, l, m, n, o are natural numbers and e, w are positive real numbers. (-w, w] such that x(t) < u(t). Denoting 7-inf{ (-w, w]: x(t) _< u(t)}, we have obviously x(7-) u(7.). Setting p x u, the inequality p'(7.) =f(7., u(7.)) u' (7- we obtain u(t) < x(t) < v(t), for every (-w, w] .
By the same manner, we can derive 2.11. LEMMA Assume that (x,f,w,u, v) ["]/=1{(2.9.i)} and, for every Proof Assume, contradictionally, the existence of (-a;, w] such that x__(t)qO. Denoting T= inf{t (--w,w]: __x(t) O}, we have obviously X(T) fr (.9 . Hence, ri(x_. (7))--O for some E ca(X_(T), r). Choosing such and setting p(t)= ri(x_(t)), we obtain p(r) 0 and, for every [-a;, T),
But, at the same time, (2.13.2) implies the existence ofe I + such that the inequality ri(x_(t))=p(t)=p(t)--p(T)=p'(a)(t--T)>0 holds for [T e, r), which contradicts the definition of r.
2.14. Remark Instead of (2.13.3) one can assume x(-w) cl (9, (2.14.1)
to obtain x(t) E (9, for every (-w, co]. we conclude x(t) E (.9, for every E [-w, w).
The following lemma represents a slightly improved version in [K] . Proof For abbreviation, let {_x(t)}t+= stand for the sequence of appropriate extensions of solutions x_t) in .Duet o the well-known Arzelfi-Ascoli theorem and the diagonalization arguments, we are able to choose a subsequence {x_(ti))i+= which converges to a solution_x cl Q of the system (1.1) (for more details, see e.g. [K, pp. 178-180] ).
To ensure the solvability of problems (2.17.1), we apply the special form of the Leray-Schauder continuation principle (see e.g. [LS] 
(3.1.5) To assure the statement above, define, for k 1,..., a //3, y , X ]n, Ug(t) for y (--cxz, uk(t)), rl:(t,y) y for y E [u(t), Vk(t)], V(t) for y (v(t), +o), X(t,x) (O(t,x), O+(t,x+),P(x),R(x)).
Then components of the founded function g can take the form f.(t, x(t,x)) .
(t, X(t, x)) ..(, x(,x))
for xj (-o, uj(t) ), for x 6 [u(t), v(t)], for x (v(t), +), provided j P(g(t, x) P(f t, X(t, x) ), R(g(t,x)) R(f(t, X(t,x))).
B. Let l be a fixed natural number and b/= re(Q*, [-l, 1] re(fr L/, {-}).
Define ! Vk=l ,c+ h/ (7( x ,),hl(t,x) Ag(t,S(q(t),x,k))), he 6 C( x h,(t,x) P(Ag(t, ql (t),..., q c+/(t), x, q ++.+1 (t),..., _qn(t))), hl C(I x I6,),hR(t,x) R(Ag(t,q(t),...,q+/+(t), x)).
(3.1.8) [-l, l] Assume, for a contradiction, the existence of 7-E IR such that _x(7-) E re(cl Q, {7-))\re(Q, {7-}).
Let w 17-[ + 1. Define, in the sequel, /k:l,...,a+ (hk C( x ],]), hk(t,x) fk(t,S(x_.(t),x,k))), h, C( x l , he(t,x) P(f(t,X_l (t), +(t), x,_x+a++ (t),... ,__Xn(t))), hl C(]R x 1R6,6), hR(t,x) R(f(t, xl(t),...,_.x+a+7(t),x)).
Then we conclude, for 1,..., a andj t + 1,..., c +/3, (xi, hi, o3, ui, i) E N ((2"9"k)) N {(2"10"1))' k=l 2 (x_.j, hj,&,uj, vj) A{(2.9.k)} N {(2.11.1)} N {(2.12.1)}, k=l 2 (P(x_),he, w, 01) N{(2.13.k)} N{(2.14.1)}, k=l (R(x),h,w, 0) ((2.13.1)} N {(2.15.1)) {(2.16.1)).
Hence, applying Remarks 2.10, 2.12, 2.14 and 2.16, we obtain _x(-) E re(Q, {-}) which contradicts the assumption above.
3.2. Evidently, results similar to the theorem above can be derived if one or more constant in {a,3, 7, 6} vanish. For example, let c= 1, /3 -y 6 0 and (1.1) takes a form x' a(t)x + g(t,x), (3.2.1)
where a E tT(, ), g E tT( ,). Assume the existence of C E/1+, / 9 K< L E such that Ke csgn/ < Le -csgn(L) and a(s) ds < C, g(t, Kefa(s)cls)>o, g(t, Lefa(s)ds)<o
for all E , hence, (3.2.1) has an entirely bounded solution.
The described technique can be applied to the system X ai(t)xi + gi(t, x), Assume the existence of vector fields S(l) C(R',R'r), s(2) [(R6, R6) fi(t,S(,ui(t),i)) >_ u(t), fi(t,S(, vi(t) ,i)) <_ vi(t), (3.4.3) fj(t,S(,uj(t),j)) < uj(t), fj(t,S(,vj(t),j)) > vj(t), (3.4.4) (P() frO1Ak ca(P(), r(1))) = Vr(1)k(P(C)) P(f(t, )) <_ O, (3.4.5) (R() e fr 02/ k e ca(R(), r(2))) :=> Vr(9)(R()). R(f(t,) 
